Although D-branes are defined by Dirichlet boundary conditions on open strings, their scattering off strings or other branes show a critical length which is supposed to be their thickness. The thickness obtained in this way is exactly the string scale.
1 By now D-branes are accepted to represent extended sources of different RR charges satisfying the BP S conditions. These new objects necessarily exist and are needed to explain certain duality relations. Some properties of these objects can be studied within the perturbative string theory but for their detailed finer properties we must certainly wait for a more fundamental or exact formulation such as M-theory or truely second quantized string theory. The point that these objects are more stringy or fundamental description of extended objects in low energy SUGRA theories (p-branes), are aduocated by many authors [1, 2] . On the other hand there are claims that D-branes being RR solitons, have masses proportional to 1/g and hence length scales which are smaller by a factor of g. If this is true, D-branes can be used to probe scales smaller than string scale and hence provide some means to go beyond the bounds set by stringy uncertainty principle.
This principle is based on the point that due to natural string length the uncertainty in the size of the string used as probe is bounded. If we use the high energy states natural to probe shorter distances we have to include string states of larger size [3, 4] . In this short article we argue that D-branes show the same scales as ordinary string states, despite their mass being larger by a factor of g. Due to the capacity of emitting massive states, they form a stringy halo with a thickness of the same order as string scale. When g is large such that the compton wave length is larger than the string scale the new scale which is no longer, shorter becomes important. We shall consider the problem from three different points of view all related to the short distance structure. First we show if a brane is probed by another brane , of the same or different dimension, the effective potential or amplitude shows a charactristic length of the same order of the string scale.
Attention has been focused largely on large distance behaviour of the brane interactions where the results of low energy supergravity is obtained. To reveal the stringy nature of the D-branes one should consider their short distance properties which may have surprises.
This scale shows itself in the divergence of the amplitude of the closed string exchange between branes. Although we also consider cases where the amplitudes vanishes due to certain cancellations, we argue that these states form a zero measure part of the possible states and are non-normlizable when D-branes are turned into finite mass objects due to mechanisms such as compactification.
Secondly we consider the effective potential of a single brane due to emission of a quanta of massive or massless strings. The same mechanism that leads to the Hagedron temprature is responsible for the divergence of the total effective potential of a critical distance from the brane. The phenomena is then clearly rooted in the growth of degeneracy of states with increasing mass. Thirdly, if we consider D-strings with the ends on the same brane they also provide a halo with the string scale. This scale is probed by scattering of zero mass strings of the branes as was considered by Klebanov etal. [5, 6] . In the following we discuss above points of view in more detail. The context is the type II theories.
After this discussion we give arguments that puts limit in the size of the compactification length when the branes are concerned. 
where H is the D-string Hamiltonian:
where N is the excitation number and a the ordinary constant and Y their relative distance.
In order to calculate the short distance behaviour of the amplitude we must study large t limit of the integrand, so we consider different relative branes and in each case discuss the short distance behaviour:
A)Parallel D-branes: In this case as it is shown in [7, 8] amplitude vanishes for all orders of t. This means that the cancellation occurs in any relative distance for similar, parallel D-branes, which is a sign of supersymmetry of D-string spectrum. But if we only consider NSNS sector (all the discussion given here holds for RR sector too.), at large t limit NSNS contributions reads as:
where T is chosen so that e πT >> T 4 .
As we see amplitude becomes divergent for
So the NSNS interaction is convergent when
This divergence could be explained both in closed and open string channels:
In open string channel at Y = Y c D-strings become massless and beyond this limit they become tachyonic, which aren't removed by the GSO projection used on ordinary string theories. In dual (closed strings) channel at this limit massive modes dominate (massive Hence in closed string channel amplitude is written as:
where T p is the D-brane tension. For large m terms, this sum behaves like
This sum is divergent for
where T H is the Hagedron temprature. given by:
At large t limit integrand can be estimated by:
Hence
and amplitude converges for |Y | ≥ Y c .
The special case present here is ∆ = 4, where Y c = 0, as it is discussed in [4] . In this case amplitude vanishes for all orders of t, and as we will show[11] in this case again N = 1 SUSY returns to D-string theory. 
C)branes at angle:
If we consider p,p' branes at relative angle πθ [7] , Y c is obtained to be
Special cases that Y c vanishes are (∆ = 2, θ = 1/2) and (∆ = 4, θ = 0). In both of these cases amplitude vanishes to all orders of t, and string scale don't appear in these cases.
Although D-string concept loses its efficiency beyond Y c ( they become tachyonic) but we can use them with an analytic extension of the amplitude which removes the infinities and so tachyon contributions. For p,p' branes:
for even p (typeIIA theory) and
for odd p (type IIB theory).
Even P case
As it is seen we can easily (safely) extend the amplitude to negative Z region and again potential is real, behaviour of the potentilal near Y c is given by the first terms of the sum:
. (16) For p ′ = 0, 2 the potential is oscillatory around Y c and for p ′ > 3 potential is attractive.
odd P case
In this case through analytic continuation to |Y |, Y c (Z < 0) the logarithmic term becomes complex so that:
in the odd p case we never obtain oscillatory potentials.
String D-brane scattering and brane thickness:
The same thickness can be viewed from string,D p -brane scattering.
As it has been discussed in [5, 12] , a massless string D p -brane scattering amlitude roughly, is given by:
where P is the related polarization factor and s, t are incoming and transfered momentum squared respectively.
This Veneziano type amplitude justifies the stringy spectrum and degeneracy we discussed former. More over the Furier transformation of this amplitude with respect to momentum transfer, which in field theoretical point of view is the closed string momentum exchanged between brane and massless string, shows the same thickness we obtained before,the strnig scale.
Studying the brane string scattering in the dual channel, we obtain the brane spectrum to be the same as D − string spectrum (poles of the amlpitude given above in t channel).
So D-brane excitations are realized by D-strings atteched to brane.
The same results for D-brane spectrum and thickness is obtained in decay of the excited branes [6] .
D-boundary conditions
As it has been introduced D-branes are physical objects defined by D-boundary conditions on open string components, and D-boundary conditions in their turn are induced by duality requirements [13, 14] . But as we will discuss, we can obtain them in another way which is based on p-brane or black brane solutions of SUGRA [15] . By means of which D-brane and p-brane equivalence is seen better.
We begin with Polyakov action for string theory:
G µν (X) which is space-time metric is given by N = 2 SUGRA.
We will use G µν given in [15] , in extremal case: In order to find boundary conditions we check the surface term appearing in variation to vanish:
We have two possiblities:
The first, is the usual N-boundary conditions but the non-trivial one is the second, as we see from the line element given at y = 0 , G µν (X) for p + 1, ..., 9 components vanishes so that at y = 0 (X µ = 0 µ = p + 1, ..., 9) surface term vanishes, equivalent to D-boundary conditions for these components.
In black p-brane case ,y = 0 is a special point: the singularity.
This result is extendable to systems with more than one D-brane.
Discussion given above, reinforces the interpretation that D-branes can trap ends of Dstrings.
Discussion
We have given usual evidence that the string scale persists in presence of the D-branes, and the halo fomed around them is impenetrable. Neither ordinary string states nor branes even at small velocities have interaction amplitudes with scale different from the string scale.
Between the two scales , the compton wave length of the brane and the string scale the larger one is the the one that will be observed. Even the vanishing of certain D-brane, Dbrane amlpitudes which may be thought as a mechanism to supress the string scale is highly unstable.
The slightest perturbation in velocity or angle of the branes which need infinitesimal energy in realistic theories where the brane is wrapped around certain angles of the compact manifolds, reveals the string scale.
More over in the low energy limit of the theory i.e. SUGRA p-branes also show the scales of the same order [1] . This scale is not as hard as one observes in the case of D-branes.
In these theories massive states which are responsible for the singular structure of the amlpitudes are not present. This is why the scale in extended solutions of the SUGRA is not necessarily accompanied by singularity. As a matter of fact in the points of view discussed in this article the singularities can be attributed to large mass behaviour of the spectrum of the superstrings, for SUGRA theories these effects are due to non-linearities present there [16] .
The charactristic length obtained is closely related to the Hagedron temprature . In the same way that approching Hagedron temprature is accompanied by singularities in string thermodynamic quantities approching distances shorter than string limit is accompanied by singularity in amplitudes as effective potentials.
Whether this singular nature persists in some more fundamental theory lying behind string theory is not obvious. If such theory (M or other)is based on point-like objects [17] then it may be removed since high energy states may loose their stringy properties and show themselves as statses of point particles.
On the other hand if these M or other theories use extended objects as strings or branes as fundamentalentites one expects the singular nature to persist.
